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Abstract— Distributed Generation (DG) is often used to export power to the utility system. Loss of main supply can cause a severe load mismatch between DG generation and load consumption. Consequently, the voltage and frequency of the islanded system will cross the allowable limit. Due to this fact, it is essential to control the voltage and frequency in the islanding mode of operation. In this paper, control stabilisation of an islanded system with a doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) wind turbine has been addressed. Wind DG produces variable output and is not capable to produce enough reactive power. Hence, it is imperative to develop better control system for the islanding operation of wind system. Voltage and frequency control strategies of a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) with energy storage for islanding operation have been developed. The investigation has been carried out through modeling of a doubly fed wind turbine and an energy storage system using SimPowerSystems tools of MATLAB. The simulations have been carried out in stand-alone operation of DFIG during various wind penetrations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, renewable resources such as wind, solar, biomass etc are connected into the distribution network to contribute in loss reduction, improve voltage quality, and increase the capacity of the network. Inclusion of distributed generation into distribution network is employed to export power into the utility system. The controllability of DG is often limited due to unpredictable nature of renewable resources. The benefits of DG can be utilised with minimum control because utility will play major role for controlling voltage and frequency during grid connected mode of operation. Utility grids are frequently interrupted by transmission system events such as lightning strikes, equipment failures, and downed power lines. These system events cause an intentional or unintentional islanding mode of operation. Loss of main supply can cause severe overloading problems into the islanded system. Consequently, voltage and frequency will cross its allowable margin. The operation capability of distributed generation during loss of main supply can ensure continuity of power supply and reduce the level of load shedding.

The probability of supply interruption in rural or weak grid is higher then strong grid or urban area. DC link storage system of DFIG with proper converter control strategy can provide uninterruptible power supply to the customers. In islanding operation, the load side converter can regulate frequency and ensure continuity of power supply to all essential services. Further more, it will absorb initial impact of central generation and ensure slow load increases for distant generator during black start.

Doubly fed induction generator is able to operate in the variable speed operation. Real and reactive power can be also controlled independently. Reduced converter rating is another key feature of DFIG equipped wind turbine. In the case of variable speed operation, the DFIG rotor is connected with stator via two AC-DC and DC-AC converters and the stator is directly connected with the grid [1-2, 6-7].

DG can operate with the grid system to support the grid voltage or as an isolated system to support customers isolated from the grid. Islanding occurs when a portion of the distribution system becomes electrically isolated from the utility but with DG that sometimes to supply into the isolated system [3]. An islanding situation may occur as a deliberate state of operation or as an unintended outcome. The island can be characterised as being either generation poor or generation rich. An over generated islanded system can be stabilised by governor system; the stabilisation under under-generation requires special planning and usually dependent on a load shedding scheme. The control strategy of DG should be designed so that DG can support to stabilised an islanded system and help to prevent the total black out of the system [4].

After disconnection from main grid, the islanded system initially faces generation mismatch and leads to offer an over generated or under generated situation. Generation under supply leads to under frequency and under voltage problems in the islanded system; whereas generation rich or generation over supply can lead to over frequency and over voltage issues [5]. As a result, system voltage and frequency will fall below the standard limit. Hence, an imperative control system is required to stabilize the islanded system.

In the case of islanding operation, where the main grid is disconnected from the wind turbine and its load, wind turbine cannot start alone due to the inability of reactive power generation. The converter is supported by energy storage based inverter and can generate required reactive power for the wind turbine to start. DFIG with energy storage can supply power to the crucial loads. Excess power from the wind turbine can be absorbed by the storage system up to the threshold limit. If extracted power exceeds the limit, then pitch control will apply for maintaining the system frequency within the expectable range. So energy storage based system gives the capability of islanding operation.
In this paper, the control issues of an islanded system has been discussed and identified. A new control method has been developed and modeled. The behavior of the controller has been modelled and simulation results have been presented.

II. CONTROL METHODOLOGY FOR ISLANDING OPERATION

Islanded system often faces problems in two different areas which are rich or over generation and poor or under generation. The DFIG with storage system can be assumed as two source of power in the islanding mode of operation: one is DFIG with rotor side converter and another is storage with load side converter. The control of the rotor side converter will allow capturing maximum wind power by controlling torque of the machine according to the power tracking characteristic of the wind turbine. The combination of induction generator and rotor side converter is able to control real and reactive power independently. On the other side, the load side converter with storage behaves like inverter based DG. In the case of islanding operation, storage system will provide system stability. It will regulate the system frequency and voltage. According to the frequency and voltage deviation due to the load demand and wind variation, storage controller will continuously adjust output active and reactive powers in order to keep the energy balance and also frequency and voltage close to their nominal values. In over generated situation, controller will sink energy to the storage system up to maximum charging limit. In an under generation situation, when load demand is higher than wind production, controller will apply load shedding policy.

In this paper, for simulation purpose, a dummy load is applied to the islanded system for stabilising system frequency to the reference of 50 Hz.

A. Control of Load bus voltage

In an islanded system, load bus voltage or system voltage is controlled by the load side converter. For better power factor, load side converter is used to inject reactive power to the system. To achieve 1 p.u voltage in the output, load side converter uses bus voltage control loop. In this control loop, measured terminal voltage is compared with the reference voltage of 1 p.u. and the difference is compensated by the PI controller.

B. Control of System frequency

In an islanded system, system frequency depends on close balance of generated and consumed power. Storage system is used to sink and source of excessive or shortage of wind power. To keep the islanded system’s frequency as well as voltage at their predetermined value (e.g. frequency of 50 Hz, voltage of 1 p.u.), storage system should always provide the required power to the system. The approach used for frequency and voltage control is conventional f-P and v-Q droop characteristics into the storage system controller as shown in Fig.1 (a) and 1(b).

Due to high wind and load demand variability, a dummy load is implemented in addition with storage system to keep the system frequency within the limit. The control of dummy load is followed a look-up table. According to the frequency deviation, the dummy load controller produces control signal for the variable look-up table to connect or disconnect appropriate load with the system.

C. Control of DC link Voltage

The control of DC link is necessary to obtain load tracking capability of the DFIG system. This controller is used to sink or source energy to and from storage system. Power required by the rotor side converter can be compensated by the storage system.

The active component is used to control the DC link voltage in order to balance the required power and output power within the maximum capacity of the storage system.

D. Control of Load Side Converter

The load side converter is used vector control technique for controlling voltage and frequency of the system. PI controller is used for compensating the error. The compensated signal is determined based on the following equation:

\[ C_{sig} = k_p \Delta e + \int k_i \Delta e \]  

(1)
where \( k_p \) and \( k_i \) are the proportional and integral constant of the controller, respectively; and \( \Delta e \) is the difference between reference and measured signal.

![Fig.4. Load Side Converter (LSC) controller](image)

Fig. 4 shows the proposed control structure for the load side converter. In the voltage control loop, terminal voltage measured and compared with the reference voltage, which is 1 p.u. the output of voltage control loop is compared with the output of the inner current loop of the DC link voltage controller. A PLL is used for frequency reference. The PI controller is responsible for regulating the difference.

### III. System Description

The system in the paper consists of a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG), an energy storage system connected in DC link, local loads and a tie breaker shown in Fig. 5 and is connected with a weak grid. Load 3 is assumed to be disconnected from the grid system with DFIG followed by breaker operation. The generator used in DFIG is a wound-rotor induction machine where the rotor terminals are fed via a back-to-back PWM voltage source converter. In a typical arrangement, the rotor side converter is responsible for controlling the speed of the generator and stator reactive power, while the load side converter will responsible for regulating DC link voltage [1-2,6-7]. Through inclusion of energy storage into the DC link, The load side converter not only provides the real power sink and source capability for reducing power fluctuation but also provides extra reactive power for the system to enhance voltage stability significantly.

![Fig.5: Single line diagram of DFIG wind turbine equipped system](image)

Fig. 6 shows a typical arrangement of a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) equipped wind turbine with back to back PWM converter and a battery storage system connected to the DC link of [6]. The storage system controller maintains smooth operation of the system for grid connected mode as well as islanding mode. The storage controller receives control signal from the available wind energy and grid system. The state of charge of the storage system also plays major role for the storage participation in the different situations.

![Fig.6: Diagram of DFIG wind turbine with storage system](image)

The storage system will provide instantaneous active power compensation to the customer from few seconds to few hours depending on the size of storage system [8]. It can also contribute to frequency control during islanding mode of operation by providing required active and reactive power to the system. It provides power to the load following the characteristics of the DFIG by the amount of power required to balance the islanded system with significant load changes.

![Fig.7: Vector representation of the operating conditions of a DFIG](image)

Fig. 7 shows the vector representation of the operating condition for a DFIG [7]. Here \( e \) represents internal voltage vector in the stator often refered to as the voltage behind transient reactance. The magnitude of the internal voltage \( e \) depends on the magnitude of the rotor flux variable vector \( \psi_r \). The flux as well as internal voltage both depend on the magnitude of \( V_r \) and the slippage. The magnitude and sign are changed by the turbine speed. According to the sign of the slip, internal voltage \( e \) lies in or out of phase with \( V_r \). Sign is determined by the super and sub synchronous operation of the DFIG. The angle \( \delta_{eq} \) is the angle between internal voltage \( e \) and stator voltage \( V_s \). This angle is determined by the output power of the DFIG.

#### A. Wind model

Wind turbine is a non-linear system whose output depends on optimal values of various parameters. Total power of a wind turbine can be defined as [9].
where \( P_{\text{wind}} \) is the power output given by the power curve, depending on the wind speed, which is expressed as [10].

\[
P_{\text{wind}} = \begin{cases} 
P_{\text{rated}} & \text{for } v_r < v \leq v_o \\
p(v) & \text{for } v_l < v < v_r \\
0 & \text{for } v > v_o 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( v_r, v_l \) and \( v_0 \) are the cut-in, rated and cut-off wind speed, respectively. The function \( p(v) \), describes the wind power between cut-in wind speed and rated wind speed.

Average wind power depends on the value of turbine performance coefficient.

\[
P_{\text{avg}} = P_{\text{wind}} C_P
\]

where \( C_P \) is the power coefficient. According to Betz the ideal power coefficient will be 59% in the lossless power extraction. Actual power coefficient \( C_P \) is less than 59%. In practice, a wind turbine generator with good blade profile may reach to 0.5 [10].

D. Storage system

Storage system will play a major role for controlling frequency and voltage in islanded mode of operation. The energy storage system can be characterised by its charging efficiency \( \eta_{\text{ch}} \) and discharging efficiency \( \eta_{\text{dch}} \) as follows [10]:

\[
E_{\text{ch}} = \eta_{\text{ch}} (P_{\text{ch}}) P_{\text{ch}} \\
E_{\text{dch}} = \frac{P_{\text{dch}}}{\eta_{\text{dch}} (P_{\text{dch}})}
\]

where \( E_{\text{ch}} \) and \( E_{\text{dch}} \) are the stored and discharged energy respectively. In the case of charging and discharging system with 100% efficiency, the stored energy in the charging phase will be equivalent to the charging and the discharged energy and the charging power will be the same as the discharging power. The State of Charge (SOC) of the energy storage needs to create control signal for the operation of islanded mode of operation. A storage system can be composed of a set of batteries in parallel and series connection. The equivalent circuit of battery can be represented as shown in Fig. 8 [11]:

![Fig. 8: Equivalent battery storage system](image)

- \( R_{\text{b}} \): internal resistance;
- \( R_{\text{b1}} \): overvoltage resistance;
- \( C_{\text{b}} \): overvoltage capacitance;
- \( R_{\text{bp}} \): connecting resistance;
- \( C_{\text{bp}} \): self discharge resistance;

Capacity of storage is represented by the kWh. The size of the capacitor in the model usually represents the size of the storage system. The capacitance of that model can be determined from following equation [11]:

\[
C_{\text{bp}} = \frac{k\text{Wh} \times 7200 \times 10^3}{\left( \frac{V_{\text{b}_{\text{p_max}}}^2 - V_{\text{b}_{\text{p_min}}}^2}{2} \right)} \text{ Farad}
\]

where \( V_{\text{b}_{\text{p_max}}} \) and \( V_{\text{b}_{\text{p_min}}} \) are the maximum and minimum voltage across battery capacitance, respectively.

The purpose of the energy storage in the DC link is to store or supply power to the system in order to reduce the power fluctuation in islanding mode of operation. In the situation of excessive wind power, the excess power is used to charge the storage through the line side converter. Stored power can be used when the wind power output is less than the desired level or in the situation of no wind power. The real power \( (P_b) \) and reactive power \( (Q_b) \) stored or supplied from the storage system are [11]:

\[
P_b = V_{\text{b}_1} I_{\text{b}} \cos \phi \]

\[
Q_b = V_{\text{b}_1} I_{\text{b}} \sin \phi
\]

Where \( V_{\text{b}_1} \) and \( I_{\text{b}} \) are the terminal voltage and current of the storage, respectively. \( \phi \) is the angle between terminal voltage and current of the storage system.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulations have been carried out using MATLAB SimPowerSystems. System parameters are given in Appendix-A. Two cases have been investigated and results are presented. All simulations are run with the 10 sec duration with the different wind situation. For simulating under and over generation situations, the wind speed varies from 5 m/s to 14 m/s. This variation is suitable for observing super and sub-synchronous situation of an islanded system. The responses and behaviors of the controller and system are also simulated in the case of no wind. According to the turbine characteristics, cut in, rated, and cut off speed are 5m/s, 11 m/s, and 25 m/s, respectively. Equivalent battery storage is constructed for this simulation is shown in Fig. 5. The capacitor is used to determine the storage size. A 1.50 MW wind turbine is connected with a weak grid is considered. In grid connected mode, wind turbine captures maximum power from the wind and delivers to the utility. The voltage and frequency are controlled by the utility. Due to the grid events, circuit breaker operates and makes encircle portion of Fig. 1 disconnected from the grid. After disconnection, the encircle portion (DFIG and load) is assumed to operate as an islanded system. It is also assumed that the isolated load is 300 kW. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the islanded system start with minimum stored energy in the storage system and load is supplied by wind output power. Fluctuating or excess wind generation is absorbed by dump load and storage system. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the control system of line side converter during under and over generation situation. Investigations are conducted on the effect of the new control
system in islanding operation. Participation of storage system during the absence of wind is also investigated.

Fig. 9 shows responses of a DFIG-storage system during islanding mode of operation in the case of variable wind speed. Fig. 9(a) shows that the load bus voltage within prescribed limit. The variation of bus voltage is approximately between 0.98 p.u and 1.02 p.u. The variation of system frequency is approximately 49.8 Hz to 50.2 Hz as shown in Fig. 9(b). This variation shows that the controller is active to control the system frequency within standard limit.

Figs. 9(c) and 9(d) show the real power (P) flow and reactive power (Q) in the islanded system respectively, where real power (P) is supplied by wind power and the reactive power (Q) is supplied through line side converter. Figs. 9(e) and 9(f) show the DC link voltage variation and the generator speed, respectively. The DC link voltage varies between 1180 V to 1240 V volt dc approximately as shown in Fig. 9(e). In Fig. 9(f), the generator speed has been increased up to 1.1 p.u at 4 second of time. After that it starts falling as a response of wind speed.

Figs. 9(g) and 9(h) show the dump load in kW and wind speed in m/s. Dump load has been used for stabilising islanded system’s frequency in over generated mode of islanding operation. Wind speed varies from 14 m/s to 5 m/s, which creates over and under generation situation in the islanded system.

In the case of over generated situation, storage system and dump load are used to stabilise the islanded system’s frequency and voltage by controlling the excessive wind generated power. The process of controlling includes charging storage system and dumping excessive load. It is noted that pitch control is not applied here for simplicity. The dump load control can be replaced by a pitch angle control. After 7 seconds from the simulation start, the islanded system is experienced under generation situation, which is controlled by injecting more real power from storage system through load side converter. Both cases, the load is supported by the supply of 300 kW real power from the DFIG and storage system as shown in Fig. 9(c).

Fig. 10 shows responses of DFIG and storage system during islanding mode of operation in no wind situation. This could be worst case scenario. The simulation results show that with the help of storage system in the DC link of the DFIG can supply the power a limited time.

![Fig. 9 Responses of DFIG and storage system in islanded operation: a) Bus voltage, b) System frequency, c) Real power, d) Reactive power, e) DC link voltage, f) Rotor speed, g) Dump load, h) Wind speed.](image)

![Fig. 10: Responses of DFIG and storage system in islanded operation: a) Bus voltage, b) System current, c) Real power, d) Reactive power, e) Wind speed, f) Frequency.](image)
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the capability of islanding operation of a DFIG with energy storage system in the DC link has been investigated with the help of SimPowerSystems toolbox of MATLAB. The proposed control system in this proposed arrangement of DFIG is able to stabilise the islanded system’s frequency and voltage within the specified limit. Control system also shows the ability to operate the islanded system in over- and under-generated situation. In the case of over generated situation, storage and dump load controller participate for keeping the system frequency within frequency limit. In the case of under- or poor-generated situation, the stored energy can be used to keep the system frequency within the limit. This ability ensures the continuity of the supply in the case of emergency and utilises maximum energy extraction from the wind power.

APPENDIX – A

Wind turbine:
Rating: 1500 Watt

Generator: Doubly Fed Induction Generator
Stator resistance \( R_s = 0.00706 \) p.u
Stator inductance \( L_s = 0.171 \) p.u
Magnetizing inductance \( L_m = 2.9 \) p.u
Inertia constant \( H = 5.04 \)
Poles = 6

Battery:
Equivalent Capacitance \( C_b = 18000 \) F

Inverter: Each
Rating: 450 W

Line parameters:
Positive-sequence resistance \( R_1 = 0.1153 \) \( \Omega/\)km
Zero-sequence resistance \( R_0 = 0.413 \) \( \Omega/\)km
Positive-sequence inductance \( L_1 = 1.05e-03 \) H/\)km
Zero-sequence inductance \( L_0 = 3.32e-03 \) H/\)km
Positive-sequence capacitance \( C_1 = 11.33e-09 \) F/\)km
Zero-sequence capacitance \( C_0 = 5.01e-09 \) F/\)km
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